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The Campbell   3 Beds / 2 Baths    Approx. 1,808 Sq. Ft.   See Pricing Below
Single-level living at its finest can be found in the Campbell, featuring a large kitchen that would pamper any chef 
with loads of counter and cabinet space.  A huge pantry off the mud room area helps to keep the kitchen clean and 
clutter-free.  An open living and dining room connect to the kitchen and the rear yard for effortless entertaining.  The 
owner’s suite also enjoys views of the rear yard and separation from two other bedrooms.  No wonder it’s our most 
popular ranch!

   Campbell A $244,900    Campbell D $249,900
   Campbell B $248,900    Campbell E $246,900
   Campbell C $245,900    Campbell F $244,900

The Bayfield   4 Beds / 3 Baths    Approx. 2,010 Sq. Ft.   See Pricing Below
The popular Bayfield packs a lot of living space into its compact dimensions, including an open living area with 
access to a covered patio for effortless indoor/outdoor entertaining, and a private owner’s suite separated from two 
secondary bedrooms.  Additional living space above the garage can be a bonus room or a fourth bedroom with full 
bath.

   Bayfield A $257,900    Bayfield A (bsmt) $302,900   
   Bayfield B $258,900    Bayfield B (bsmt) $303,900   
   Bayfield C $259,900   Bayfield C (bsmt) $304,900    
   Bayfield D $261,900   Bayfield D (bsmt) $306,900
   Bayfield E $260,900   Bayfield E (bsmt) $305,900
   Bayfield F $258,900   Bayfield F (bsmt) $303,900

The Benson   3 Beds / 2.5 Baths    Approx. 1,801 Sq. Ft.   See Pricing Below
An impressive, light-filled entry welcomes you into the Benson and leads to a connected living-dining-kitchen layout
that spans the entire width of the home. Its well-designed kitchen helps minimize clutter with a walk-in corner pantry
and planning desk. Upstairs you’ll find three generous bedrooms, a laundry room, cozy loft, and spacious closets
that add to an amazing amount of storage.

   Benson A $250,900   Benson A (bsmt) $285,900
   Benson B $251,900   Benson B (bsmt) $286,900
   Benson C $247,900   Benson C (bsmt) $282,900
   Benson D $249,900   Benson D (bsmt) $284,900
   Benson E $250,900   Benson E (bsmt) $285,900
   Benson F $248,900   Benson F (bsmt) $283,900

BASE PRICE SHEET
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The Cochran   4 Beds / 2.5 Baths    Approx. 2,099 Sq. Ft.   See Pricing Below
You’ll be greeted by the Cochran with a covered front porch entry that opens to a welcoming dining room, or library 
if you prefer.  Expansive sight lines across the back of the home connect the family room, café and kitchen areas.  
Four upstairs bedrooms include an owner’s suite with dual walk-in closets.  A bright and spacious laundry room and 
a compartmentalized secondary bath complete the package.

   Cochran A $257,900   Cochran A (bsmt) $295,900   
   Cochran B $256,900   Cochran B (bsmt) $294,900   
   Cochran C $254,900   Cochran C (bsmt) $292,900    
   Cochran D $259,900   Cochran D (bsmt) $297,900
   Cochran E $258,900   Cochran E (bsmt) $296,900
   Cochran F $255,900   Cochran F (bsmt) $293,900

The Sydney   3-4 Beds / 2.5-3.5 Baths   Approx. 2,430 Sq. Ft.   See Pricing Below
A grand two-story entry will impress family and friends while flooding the Sydney with natural light. This new home
design has a flowing yet functional first floor that includes generous counter space, an enormous walk-in pantry and
a separate mud room area to keep the clutter away. A spacious second floor accommodates the luxurious owner’s
suite with dual walk-in closets plus two or three secondary bedrooms and a convenient laundry room.   

   Sydney A $273,900    Sydney A (bsmt) $311,900   
   Sydney B $271,900   Sydney B (bsmt) $309,900    
   Sydney C $274,900   Sydney C (bsmt) $312,900     
   Sydney D $270,900   Sydney D (bsmt) $308,900
   Sydney E $272,900   Sydney E (bsmt) $310,900
   Sydney F $269,900   Sydney F (bsmt) $307,900

The Buffington  4-5 Beds / 2.5-3 Baths  Approx. 2,508 Sq. Ft.   See Pricing Below
Our top-selling plan, the Buffington delights with its massive second-floor owner’s suite privately tucked away on the 
same level as its three additional bedrooms.  Unexpected luxuries on the first floor include a planning desk, mud 
room, and kitchen island open to the family room.  Flex space on this floor offers the choice of living, dining, study or 
bedroom. 

   Buffington A $266,900   Buffington A (bsmt) $304,900  
   Buffington B $268,900  Buffington B (bsmt) $306,900   
   Buffington C $265,900  Buffington C (bsmt) $303,900   
   Buffington D $267,900  Buffington D (bsmt) $305,900
   Buffington E $264,900  Buffington E (bsmt) $302,900
   Buffington F $269,900  Buffington F (bsmt) $307,900
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The McPherson  4 Beds / 2.5 Baths    Approx. 2,234 Sq. Ft.   See Pricing Below
With its covered front porch, the McPherson has a welcoming wide entry leading to a traditional dining room that’s 
perfect for entertaining.  Both the kitchen and family room live to the rear of the home, with access to the yard from 
the preferred kitchen area.  Unexpected luxuries upstairs include a dedicated, private sitting area in the owner’s 
suite, as well as an open loft area.  Three secondary bedrooms and a full bath are all located off of the loft, as is a 
family-friendly laundry room.

   McPherson A $261,900   McPherson A (bsmt) $299,900  
   McPherson B $259,900  McPherson B (bsmt) $297,900   
   McPherson C $262,900  McPherson C (bsmt) $300,900   
   McPherson D $264,900  McPherson D (bsmt) $302,900
   McPherson E $260,900  McPherson E (bsmt) $298,900
   McPherson F $261,900  McPherson F (bsmt) $299,900

The McIntosh   4-5 Beds / 3.5-4 Baths   Approx. 2,809 Sq. Ft.   See Pricing Below
A spacious, two-story foyer greets guests to the McIntosh, a popular plan that’s the perfect size for many families.  
Just off the foyer is a grand dining room to accommodate get-togethers, while the adjacent kitchen with huge 
peninsula overlooks the breakfast area and family room.  A study, or optional bedroom, completes the first floor.  
Tucked away behind the garage is the stairway leading to four large bedrooms, each with oversized walk-in closets.  
The plan can be configured to offer four or five bedrooms and up to four full baths. 

   McIntosh A $270,900    McIntosh A (bsmt) $315,900   
   McIntosh B $271,900   McIntosh B (bsmt) $316,900    
   McIntosh C $272,900   McIntosh C (bsmt) $317,900    
   McIntosh D $274,900   McIntosh D (bsmt) $319,900
   McIntosh E $273,900   McIntosh E (bsmt) $318,900
   McIntosh F $269,900   McIntosh F (bsmt) $314,900

The Madison   3-5 Beds / 3.5-4 Baths   Approx. 3,004 Sq. Ft.   See Pricing Below
Flexibility is a hallmark of the Madison plan.  Buyers can select an expansive study on the first floor, or an optional 
guest bedroom.  Each of these layouts provides a large and family-friendly mud room off the garage.  Amenities 
upstairs include a private sitting area in the owner’s suite, a spacious and convenient laundry room, and an open 
loft that can be exchanged for an additional bedroom.  So whether 3, 4 or 5 bedrooms are needed, the Madison 
delivers.
   Madison A $276,900    Madison A (bsmt) $321,900   
   Madison B $275,900   Madison B (bsmt) $320,900    
   Madison C $278,900   Madison C (bsmt) $323,900    
   Madison D $277,900   Madison D (bsmt) $322,900
   Madison E $279,900   Madison E (bsmt) $324,900
   Madison F $274,900   Madison F (bsmt) $319,900

BASE PRICE SHEET
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The Bayfield- C (Basement)  Lot 4  GAMLS 8395970)                              $306,110
9 Carrington Way.  The popular Bayfield packs a lot of living space into its compact dimensions, including an 
open living area with access to a covered patio for effortless indoor/outdoor entertaining, and a private owner's 
suite separated from two secondary bedrooms on the main floor. The fourth bedroom and bathroom offer a 
private suite and are in a finished second floor space above the garage.
Ready November!

The Bayfield- B (Basement)  Lot 32   (GAMLS 8395971)                              $300,265
22 October Ave.  The popular Bayfield packs a lot of living space into its compact dimensions, including an 
open living area with access to a covered patio for effortless indoor/outdoor entertaining, and a private owner's 
suite separated from two secondary bedrooms on the main floor. The fourth bedroom and bathroom offer a 
private suite and are in a finished second floor space above the garage.
Ready December!

The Benson- D   Lot 33  (GAMLS 8395973)                           $268,110
An impressive, light-filled entry welcomes you into the Benson and leads to a connected living-dining-kitchen 
layout that spans the entire width of the home. Its well-designed kitchen helps minimize clutter with a walk-in 
corner pantry and planning desk. Upstairs you'll find three generous bedrooms, a laundry room, cozy loft, and 
spacious closets that add to an amazing amount of storage.
Ready Mid October!

The Campbell- C   Lot 34  (GAMLS 8395977)                             $269,030
Single-level living at its finest can be found in the Campbell, featuring a large kitchen that would pamper any 
chef with loads of counter and cabinet space. A huge pantry off the mud room area helps to keep the kitchen 
clean and clutter-free. An open living and dining room connect to the kitchen and the rear yard for effortless 
entertaining. The owner's suite also enjoys views of the rear yard and separation from two other bedrooms. No 
wonder it's our most popular ranch!
Ready Mid October!

The McPherson- F   Lot 35   (GAMLS 8395979)                            $283,145
With its covered front porch, the McPherson has a welcoming wide entry leading to a traditional dining room 
that's perfect for entertaining. Both the kitchen and family room live to the rear of the home, with access to the 
yard from the preferred kitchen area. Unexpected luxuries upstairs include a dedicated, private sitting area in 
the owner's suite, as well as an open loft area. Three secondary bedrooms and a full bath are all located off of 
the loft, as is a family-friendly laundry room.
Ready December!

The Buffington- A   Lot 36  (GAMLS 8459180)                              $295,350
Our top-selling plan, the Buffington delights with its massive second-floor owner's suite privately tucked away 
on the same level as its three additional bedrooms. Unexpected luxuries on the first floor include a planning 
desk, mud room, and kitchen island open to the family room. Flex space on this floor offers the choice of living, 
dining, study or bedroom.
Ready December!

AVAILABLE HOMES
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INCLUDED FEATURES
Appealing Exteriors
• Choice of several exclusive home designs
• Brick or stone accents on front of home, per plan
• Durable, low-maintenance fiber cement siding
• Professionally coordinated color packages
• Aluminum gutters on all overhangs with splash blocks
• Coach light at front
• Sodded yards with front landscaping package
• 10’ x 12’ concrete back patio, per plan
• Two exterior water faucets
• Three exterior electrical outlets
• 20-Year asphalt roof shingles
• White or almond color low-maintenance solid vinyl 
windows

Spacious Kitchens
• Aristokraft birch cabinets with choice of stain color
• 30” upper cabinets
• Choice of granite counter tops
• Black Frigidaire appliance package
• Gas range
• Built-in microwave
• Dishwasher
• Stainless steel double sink with sprayer
• Ice maker connection
• Crown on cabinets
• Knobs on cabinets
• 6 Recessed lights in Kitchen
• Generous storage pantry, per plan
• Ventilated shelving in pantry area

Quality Construction/Energy Efficiency
• Steel reinforced poured concrete foundation
• Structurally engineered roof & floor truss system
• Sub-floors glued, nailed & screwed to reduce squeaks
• Engineered floor system, per plan
• Electric water heater
• R-30 ceiling & R-13 framed exterior wall insulation
• Low E insulated solid vinyl windows
• All homes completed with house wrap
• Two-zone HVAC system, per plan
• Programmable thermostat on each floor
• 14 SEER air conditioning system

Elegant Interiors
• Choice of 7 Sherwin Williams paint colors
• Satin nickel door hardware
• 9’ ceiling height – 1st and 2nd floors
• Smooth ceilings throughout
• 2” Faux wood window blinds on front of home
• 3¼“ Baseboard moldings
• Window sill moldings
• Santa Fe style interior doors
• Two TV outlets
• One phone outlet
• Ceiling fan in family room and owner’s retreat
• Overhead lighting in bedrooms
• Luxurious Shaw carpeting in designated areas
• Premium no-wax vinyl flooring in select areas
• Two piece crown molding in Family Room and Owner’s 
Retreat, per plan
• Trey Ceiling in Owner’s Retreat per plan
• Hardwood Flooring in Foyer

Baths
• Separate tub & shower in owner’s bath
• Shower door in owner’s bath
• Marble countertops in owner’s bath
• Cabinet stain color matches kitchen selection
• Pedestal sink in powder room, per plan
• Full width vanity mirrors

Laundry/Garage
• Fully drywalled and painted garage walls
• 2-Car pre-wired for automatic door opener
• Ventilated shelving in laundry room
• 220V electric outlet for clothes dryer

Peace of Mind
• Smoke detectors on each floor, per plan
• Carbon monoxide detector
• Termite treatment
• 1-Year in-house builder warranty program
• 10-Year structural warranty
• All homes completed with house wrap
• Solid vinyl insulated Low-E windows
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